Abstract. We extend the validity of a Gromov's dimension comparison estimate for topological hypersurfaces to sufficiently large classes of rectifiable sets, arising from Sobolev mappings. Our tools are a suitably weak exterior differentiation for pullback differential forms and a new low rank property for Sobolev mappings.
rephrased using the sub-Riemannian distance that arises from the smooth distribution. In the terminology of [6] , this is the so-called horizontal distribution.
It is rather natural to ask which kind of regularity is necessary for a set T in order to satisfy (1) . For a smooth hypersurface the validity of this dimension comparison estimate follows from the transversality of the tangent space with respect to the horizontal distribution, hence we will consider sets having tangent spaces, at least almost everywhere. This leads us to the general problem of testing the validity of (1) for different classes of (q − 1)-rectifiable sets, [5] .
First answers to this issue are contained in the work of Balogh and Tyson, who constructed a horizontal fractal in the first Heisenberg group, whose 2-dimensional Hausdorff measure with respect to the sub-Riemannian distance is finite and positive. This fractal also contains the graph of a BV function, [2] , [3] . As a consequence, the Heisenberg group, of Hausdorff dimension Q = 4, has a 2-rectifiable set S contained in the graph of this BV function, such that (2) 0 < H 2 d (S) < +∞ and dim H (S) = 2 where H 2 d is the Hausdorff measure with respect to the sub-Riemannian distance d. The estimates (2) also imply that the "approximate" tangent space of S is tangent to the horizontal distribution of the Heisenberg group, see Theorem 6.2 of [7] . Since this group is also a Carnot-Carathéodory space, conditions (2) show that Gromov's dimension comparison estimate (1) cannot extend to all possible (q − 1)-rectifiable sets. On the other hand, in all Heisenberg groups, each one codimensional rectifiable set of W 1,1 Sobolev regularity satisfies (1) . In fact, a more general result can be proved for this group, see [1] , [7] .
In the present work, we consider (q − 1)-rectifiable sets in homogeneous stratified groups and we show that under a suitable Sobolev regularity, they must satisfy the Gromov's dimension comparison estimate (1).
Theorem 1.1 (Dimension comparison for Sobolev rectifiable sets).
Let Ω ⊂ R q−1 be an open set, let f ∈ W 1,p loc (Ω, R q ) be such that a.e. in Ω the rank of its differential is q−1. We equip R q with the structure of homogeneous stratified group, with homogeneous distance d. We assume that p > q − m 1 if m 1 < q − 1, or p = 1 if m 1 = q − 1. If we set Σ = f (Ω) and Q to be the Hausdorff dimension of the group with respect to d, then we have H Q−1 d (Σ) > 0. In particular, we have dim H Σ ≥ Q − 1.
In this theorem, m 1 denotes the dimension of all horizontal fibers (25). Section 5 provides more details on the standard identification of a stratified group with R q , through a graded basis. We notice that Theorem 1.1 holds with the minimal Sobolev regularity W 1,1 loc , whenever the horizontal distribution has codimension one. In the Gromov's proof of (1) , the fact that the set of topological dimension q − 1 separates the space locally into two parts plays a key role. This may be interpreted as the fact that images of Sobolev mappings satisfying the assumptions of Theorem 1.1 have somehow a "local separating property".
The proof of Theorem 1.1 relies on two independent results. The first one is a weak exterior differentiation for pullback Sobolev differential forms.
Theorem 1.2 (Exterior differentiation)
. Let k, n, m be three positive integers such that k < n and k ≤ m. Assume that one of the following conditions holds:
loc (Ω; R m ) and η be a continuously differentiable k-form in R m . Then the condition f * η = 0 almost everywhere in Ω implies that f * (dη) = 0 almost everywhere in Ω.
The proof of this result develops the blow-up arguments used in [7] , with some additional difficulties. The important case is when k = n − 1, where a new tool to remark is the Sobolev imbedding theorem on (n − 1)-spheres. This allows us to find a suitable blow-up sequence of the mapping f and to perform the oriented integration of the rescaled mapping to pass to the limit. In fact, under suitable Sobolev regularity, we can introduce well defined oriented integrals of Sobolev differential forms on spheres, see Section 2. It is important to stress that in Theorem 1.2 the coefficients of the Sobolev differential form f * η may not be even locally summable, hence its distributional exterior differentiation would not be possible. The case k < n − 1 is a standard consequence of the previous case, as explained in Section 4.
The second result for the proof of Theorem 1.1 is more delicate and it represents the main novelty of this work. Let us start from our Sobolev rectifiable set, given by the image of a Sobolev mapping f ∈ W 1,p (Ω, R q ) whose approximate differential df has a.e. maximal rank, where Ω ⊂ R q−1 is an open set. Notice that throughout our work we will not use a special notation to denote the approximate differential. From standard arguments, one can check that the dimensional estimate (1) is satisfied as soon as the image of the approximate differential of f does not contain the horizontal fiber on a set of positive measure. Thus, our starting point is to assume, by contradiction, that this image, representing the approximate tangent space, contains a.e. the horizontal fiber. Since we wish to prove that this horizontality implies that the rank of Df cannot be maximal, our horizontality assumption is formulated by two possible conditions, either
, depending on whether the horizontal distribution of the group has codimension one. We have denoted by (H 1 ) x the horizontal fiber defined in (25). This first horizontality condition of (3) presents new difficulties with respect to the case of the Heisenberg group, that is included in the second one. In fact, letting η 1 , . . . , η q be the dual basis of the left invariant forms, with respect to a basis of the Lie algebra, the first condition of (3) does not imply any vanishing of the single pullback form f * η i with i > m 1 , where m 1 is the dimension of the horizontal fibers. For this reason, we have to use higher dimensional differential forms, getting the following vanishing condition
In view of Theorem 1.2, our Sobolev regularity allows us to differentiate the previous equality, that holds almost everywhere, hence obtaining new vanishing conditions, that in turn imply that also the second layer (H 2 ) f (y) is contained in the image of df y (R n−1 ) for a.e. y ∈ Ω. For groups of step two, this leads to a contradiction. For higher step groups, our Sobolev regularity does not allow us to perform further differentiations. Here a tricky argument by induction over the number of strata (H j ) f (y) contained in the approximate tangent space at f (y) overcomes this problem, hence performing exterior differentiation only once. The previous arguments are contained in the proof of Theorem 5.2, that can be also seen as a new low rank property, in the terminology of [7] . We also point out that this theorem contains a stronger result for two step stratified groups, that is the rank of df is not maximal almost everywhere. On the other hand, in any stratified group Theorem 5.2 immediately implies the following result. Theorem 1.3. Let R q be equipped with the structure of homogeneous stratified group and let m 1 be the dimension of horizontal fibers. Fix
where Ω ⊂ R q−1 is open and the rank of df is q − 1 a.e. in Ω. Then there exists a set of positive measure A ⊂ Ω, such that (H 1 ) f (y) df y (R q−1 y ) for every y ∈ A. This is also a consequence of the fact that in the case m 1 = q − 1, the hypothesis that df has rank q − 1 a.e. makes the inclusion df y (R
y ). Theorem 1.3 joined with standard arguments, see for instance the proof of Theorem 1.2 in [7] , immediately lead us to Theorem 1.1.
Oriented integral of Sobolev differential forms on spheres
Let k, n, m be three positive integers such that k ≤ min{m, n}. We denote by I k,m the set of all ordered collections
The standard basis of elementary k-forms in R m is given by the elements
Let Ω ⊂ R n be an open set and assume that f : Ω → R m has approximate differential df y at y ∈ Ω and J = (i 1 , . .
so that whenever f has a.e. approximate differential this definition sets a k-form defined a.e. in Ω, that we denote by df J . It is important to stress that even in the case f is in some Sobolev space, the elementary k-form df J need not be even locally summable. Minors are denoted as follows.
, where y is a point of approximate differentiability of f . Thus, for a Sobolev mapping the functions
: Ω → R are a.e. well defined. For x ∈ R n and r > 0, we define the Euclidean ball B(x, r) = {y ∈ R n : |x − y| < r}. We will use the notation B for the unit ball B(0, 1) in R n . The notion of integration of n − 1-form over n − 1-manifolds in R n can be extended to Sobolev mappings. For our purposes, it is enough to consider integration on spheres.
Let n ≥ 3 be an integer. Let m ≥ n − 1 and f ∈ W 1,1 loc (Ω; R m ). Let z ∈ Ω be fixed. Then for H 1 -a.e. r > 0 such that B(z, r) ⊂ Ω all the partial derivatives
. We choose one of these r, fix B = B(z, r) and B n−1 = {x ∈ R n−1 : |x| < 1}. We take two bi-Lipschitz diffeomorphisms
that define an orientation on ∂B, where i = 1, 2 and ∂B = U 1 ∪ U 2 . These conditions imply that the compositions ∂f L ∂y I
• ψ i , with I ∈ I n−1,n and L ∈ I n−1,m , are L n−1 -measurable. We fix a standard partition of unity {Υ 1 , Υ 2 } subordinate to the open covering {U 1 , U 2 } and define for an
whenever it is well defined and independent from the choice of the partition of unity. From Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, this occurs for instance when
where we denote by Df the Jacobian matrix of f and with a slight abuse of notation we use the symbol | · | also for the Frobenius norm of matrices. Indeed,
and denoting by JF L the Jacobian of F L , from the area formula and Hadamard's inequality we obtain
(Ω; R m ). The same assumptions apply in the case n = 2, where we have oriented integration of Sobolev 1-forms over circles in
We fix one such r, set B = B(z, r) and define
where t ∈ [−π, π]. This curve parameterizes ∂B. For a measurable g : ∂B → R, we set
3. Exterior differentiation of pullback Sobolev (n − 1)-forms in R n Lemma 3.1. Consider the integers n ≥ 3, m ≥ n − 1 and J = (i 1 , . . . , i n−1 ) ∈ I n−1,m .
Let f, h ∈ W 1,1 (B, R m ) and let r ∈ (0, 1) be such that all ∂f i ∂y j and ∂h i ∂y j are measurable on ∂B(0, r) and we have
Then for every g ∈ L ∞ ∂B(0, r), H n−1 ∂B(0, r) , the following estimate holds
Proof. We set the difference to be estimated
Taking into account the definition (4) and the estimates (5), we get
The following theorem corresponds to Theorem 1.2 in the case k = n − 1.
Theorem 3.2. Let m ≥ n ≥ 2 be positive integers and assume that one of the following conditions holds:
Proof. We fix η = J∈I n−1,m η J dx J , hence our assumption yields
Taking into account formula
our objective is to show that
Notice that the coefficients of the differential form in (6) are well defined a.e., but they may not be locally integrable. Let us consider the case n > 2. For any mapping Φ : Ω → R k with some k ∈ N, and z ∈ Ω and r > 0 such that B(z, r) ⊂ Ω, we denote
for r > 0 sufficiently small. Let us fix a point z ∈ Ω, which is a Lebesgue point for both
and such that the following L p -differentiability holds
It is well known that the set of all points with these properties has full measure in Ω, see for instance [4] . We introduce the linear mapping g :
The limit
joined with the coarea formula provides an infinitesimal sequence {r i } i∈N ⊂ (0, 1) such that for H 1 -a.e. t ∈ (0, 1) there holds
Since p > n − 1, up to a modification of f on an L n -negligible set we can find a set S ⊂ (0, max i r i ) of full measure such that
for each t ∈ S. Then the set i≥1 S r i has also full measure in (0, 1) and for every t in this set we have that
for each i ∈ N. Thus, for these t's we can apply the Sobolev imbedding theorem on spheres, getting
From (7), we have
as i → ∞. Again, up to extracting a subsequence we achieve
Similarly, since z is also a Lebesgue point of y → |Df (y) − Df (z)| p and
up to extracting a subsequence from {r i } i∈N , we also obtain
Repeating the application of the Sobolev imbedding theorem on spheres, we get
for every i ∈ N, for H 1 -a.e. t ∈ (0, 1). Joining a smoothing argument with Lemma 3.1, we also have for H 1 -almost every t ∈ [0, 1], since this property holds for smooth functions. Now, we apply our assumption J∈I n−1,m η J • f df J = 0 and (12) to obtain that for almost every y ∈ B there holds
for each i ∈ N. Using Fubini theorem and adding the suitable terms to each side of the equality, we observe
for H n−1 -a.e. y ∈ ∂B(0, t) for each i ∈ N for H 1 -a.e. t ∈ (0, 1). We can fix some τ 0 ∈ (0, 1) such that all properties from (8) to (16) hold with t = τ 0 . Our next objective is to prove the convergence (17)
Notice that by the discussion in Section 2, this sequence of oriented integrals is well defined for the choice of τ 0 , because the function (η J • f ) z,r i is continuous on ∂B(0, τ 0 ) and
due to (13). Next, we will establish the following
Let us fix J ∈ I n−1,m . By the property (11), passing to another subsequence, we have f z,r i (w) → g(w) for H n−1 -almost every w ∈ ∂B(0, τ 0 ). We fix one such w and obtain by properties (14) and (13) that 
when i → 0, implied by (10) and the fact that, by (13), the sequence
is bounded from above independently of i. As before, we combine these two convergences to obtain f (z + r i y) → f (z), when i → ∞, uniformly in y ∈ ∂B(0, t).
We continue applying the mean value theorem to the function η J , obtaining for each i ∈ N and y ∈ ∂B(0, τ 0 ) a point τ i,J,y ∈ R m belonging to the segment [f (z), f (z + r i y)], such that
In addition, since
when i → ∞, the continuity of ∂η J ∂x j at the point f (z) implies that there exists
Finally, it is rather easy to conclude from (19), (18) and (20) the following uniform convergence
when y varies in ∂B(0, τ 0 ). This completes the proof of the claim. Now, we estimate
Taking into account (5), we estimate the first sum on the right-hand side as follows
Since the combination of Jensen's inequality and (13) implies (23)
the factor ∂B(0,τ 0 ) |Df z,r i | n−1 dH n−1 on the right-hand side of (22) is bounded independently of i. Therefore, in view of the previous claim the sum in (22) converges to zero, as i → ∞. The convergence to zero of the second term on the right hand side of (21) follows from Lemma 3.1, (23) and again the boundedness of the sequence
Thus, we conclude the validity of the limit (17). On the other hand, (16) and (15) show that
which together with (17) implies
We apply the Stokes theorem to the last integral, obtaining
which yields
The proof of the theorem in the case n > 2 is complete, since the set of points z with the required properties has full measure in Ω.
The proof in the case n = 2 is simpler. The details are left to the reader. The major difference compared to the previous proof is that the Sobolev imbedding theorem on circles for a mapping f ∈ W 1,1 (Ω, R m ), Ω ⊂ R 2 , has the form sup y,v∈∂B(z,r)
|Df |dH 1 for z ∈ Ω and H 1 -almost every r > 0, such that B(z, r) ⊂ Ω.
Slicing and lower dimensional pullback Sobolev differential forms
In this section we complete the proof of Theorem 1.2, considering the case k < n − 1. We will follow the slicing argument of [7] , considering (k + 1)-dimensional sections of the space R n . Let us introduce the notation we need for this purpose. We write (e 1 , . . . , e n ) for the canonical basis of R n and for a nonempty set of indices Γ ⊂ {1, . . . , n}, we define the projections
n , namely the product of n open intervals, once a nonempty subset Γ {1, . . . , n} is fixed, we denote
Finally, for a function u : Q → R and a point z ∈Q Γ , the section u (z) : Q Γ → R is given by u (z) (y) = u(z + y) for each y ∈ Q Γ . We utilize the following fact about Sobolev mappings (see, for instance, [7 
, Proposition 2.2]).
Lemma 4.1. Let n ≥ 2 be an integer, p ≥ 1, ∅ = Γ {1, . . . , n} and Q be an open n-dimensional interval. Assume u ∈ W 1,p (Q). Then for almost every z ∈Q Γ , we have
Proof of Theorem 1.2. By the assumption, we have
almost everywhere in Ω. Due to Theorem 3.2, we are left with the case k < n − 1.
Without the loss of generality we may assume that Ω = Q is an open interval. Let us fix I = (i 1 , . . . , i k+1 ) ∈ I k+1,n and Γ = {i 1 , . . . , i k+1 }. Using Fubini's theorem and (24), we deduce that for H n−k−1 -almost every z ∈Q Γ and for each q ∈ {1, . . . , k + 1}, denoting I q = (i 1 , . . . , i q , . . . , i k+1 ) ∈ I k,n , we have
almost everywhere in Q Γ . Then by Lemma 4.1, we observe
almost everywhere in Q Γ for these z. Applying Theorem 3.2 for these z gives
almost everywhere in Q. Finally, the arbitrariness of the choice of I yields
This concludes the proof.
Hypersurfaces in stratified nilpotent Lie groups
In this section we give the proof of Theorem 5.2. The following algebraic lemma will play an important role.
Lemma 5.1. Let ξ 1 , . . . , ξ q−1 ∈ V be vectors in a q-dimensional linear space V with q ≥ 3. Assume that X 1 , . . . , X q form the basis of V and that η 1 , . . . , η q is its dual basis of
. .∧ξ q−1 ) = 0 for s ∈ {1, . . . , q}. Conversely, if the vectors ξ 1 , . . . , ξ q−1 are linearly independent, we have X s ∈ Ξ, whenever
Proof. If X s ∈ Ξ and the vectors ξ 1 , . . . , ξ q−1 are linearly dependent, the claim is trivial, because ξ 1 ∧ . . . ∧ ξ q−1 = 0. Otherwise, we have ξ 1 ∧ . . . ∧ ξ q−1 = αX s ∧ Z 1 ∧ . . . ∧ Z q−2 , where α ∈ R and Z 1 , . . . , Z q−2 ∈ V are such that the vectors X s , Z 1 , . . . , Z q−2 form the basis of Ξ. As a result, we have
proving the direct implication.
In order to prove the other implication, we consider the expansion of the vectors ξ 1 , . . . , ξ q−1 in terms of the basis X 1 , . . . , X q :
..,r,...,q j=1,...,q−1
..,ŝ,...,q j=1,...,q−1 by the duality. Thus if η 1 ∧ . . . ∧ η s ∧ . . . ∧ η q (ξ 1 ∧ . . . ∧ ξ q−1 ) = 0, the determinant on the right-hand side of the last equation is equal to zero. Hence, one of the columns of the matrix is a linear combination of the other q − 2. More precisely, there exist k ∈ {1, . . . , q} \ {s} and b i ∈ R with i ∈ {1, . . . , q} \ {s, k}, such that
for each j ∈ {1, . . . , q − 1}. Therefore,
We introduce a few basic facts concerning stratified nilpotent Lie groups. A stratified nilpotent Lie group G can be seen as a linear space equipped with a Lie group operation and a corresponding Lie algebra g = V 1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ V ι , where ι is the step of the group and the conditions
hold for each j = 1, . . . , ι − 1. We denote by q the dimension of G as a linear space. The Lie group operation is provided by the Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff formula, by equipping G also with the structure of Lie algebra. Then the unit element is given by the origin of the linear space G. The Lie algebra g also defines a grading of on the group itself, setting
This grading of the space transfers to each point fiber of T G by left translations. At each point z ∈ G, for each j = 1, . . . , ι, we set
where l z : G → G is the left translation x → zx. For the proof of Theorem 5.2, it will be convenient to introduce the integers
for k ∈ {1, . . . , ι}. For each i ∈ {1, . . . , q}, d i ∈ {1, . . . , ι} stands for its degree, the unique integer satisfying
where we set m 0 = 0. We fix a graded basis X 1 , . . . , X q of g, namely
is a basis of V k+1 for every k = 0, 1, . . . , ι − 1, along with its dual basis of left invariant forms η 1 , . . . , η q in g * . This basis is characterized by the property
The graded basis {X i } 1≤i≤q also allows us to identify G with R q by defining X i (0) = e i for all i and setting the corresponding basis (e 1 , . . . , e q ) of the linear space G. This equips G with an auxiliary scalar product that makes the basis (e 1 , . . . , e n ) orthonormal.
The Lie algebra structure yields the coefficients c k j,i such that
where i, j, k ∈ {1, . . . , q}. Then the Maurer-Cartan equations are given by
for each k = 1, . . . , q, see for instance [8] . The left invariance of the dual basis yields
Theorem 5.2. Let R q = H 1 ⊕ · · · · · · ⊕ H ι be equipped with the structure of noncommutative stratified group, with Lie algebra
is an open set. If m 1 < q − 1, we assume that
y ) for almost every y ∈ Ω; otherwise, we require
Then there exists a set of positive measure A ⊂ Ω, such that rank df < q − 1 in A. Moreover, if the group has step 2, then the set A can be chosen to have full measure in Ω.
Proof. Step 1. (Reformulating of the horizontality condition)
Assume first that m 1 < q − 1. Fix some κ ∈ {1, . . . , ι − 1}. Suppose y ∈ Ω is such that (H 1 ) f (y) , . . . , (H κ ) f (y) ⊂ df y (R q−1 y ), which in the case κ = 1 is equivalent to (29). We show that for this y we have
Indeed, if necessary, we complete the collection {X 1 (f (y)), . . . , X mκ (f (y))} with the vectors Z If ι > 2, we necessarily have m 1 < q − 1. Then we argue by contradiction, assuming that rankdf = q − 1 almost everywhere in Ω. Since (29) holds a.e., by induction we can assume that (H i ) f (y) ⊂ df y (R q−1 y ) a.e. in Ω, for each i ≤ κ and with κ ∈ {1, . . . , ι − 1}. The combination of step 1 and step 2 implies f * (η 1 ∧ . . . ∧ η s ∧ . . . ∧ η q ) = 0
a.e. in Ω, for each s with d s = κ + 1. This shows that (36) holds a.e. in Ω, for each s with d s = κ + 1. Our assumption on the rank of df joined with Lemma 5.1 show that X s (f (y)) ∈ df y (R q−1 y ) for almost every y ∈ Ω and every s such that d s = κ + 1. That is (H κ+1 ) f (y) ⊂ df y (R q−1 y ) almost everywhere in Ω, which gives the induction step. As a consequence, we are lead to the inclusions (H i ) f (y) ⊂ df y (R q−1 y ) that hold for almost every y ∈ Ω and each i ∈ {1, . . . , ι}, which is a contradiction.
